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ABSTRACT 

Computer programs for the composition, performance 
and analysis of music generally involve the tangled 
interaction of many dimensions of musical and extra-
musical concern. In this paper we introduce the 
concepts of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) to 
Music Computing and argue that AOP and related 
techniques and technologies form an appropriate 
solution to the separation and composition of such 
concerns. We motivate our argument with simple 
examples from the musical domain, but argue that the 
underlying principles may be applied to a wide and 
expressive range of musical applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Musical composition may be considered in terms of the 
construction of tangled hierarchies [22] in which various 
musical dimensions are ‘woven’ together to form a 
‘logical and coherent musical whole’ [31]. This view of 
music is supported by the exposition of complex musical 
interrelationships, presented by writers such as 
Miranda[22], Rowe[30], Lerdahl & Jackendoff[18], 
Persichetti[26], Dannenberg et al.[9] and Piston[27]. 
These interrelationships exist at different levels of 
musical abstraction, relate to different kinds of musical 
activities, appear at different levels of detail and 
abstraction, and involve different kinds and dimensions 
of music. Despite the diversity of these authors' 
concerns, we will argue that the common issue of 
tangled hierarchies suggests that the techniques we will 
outline here are potentially capable of very wide 
application in Computer Music.  

Many music software systems exist that aim to assist 
in particular elements and tasks of musical composition, 
analysis and performance. Each system effectively 
implements its own partial musical ontology that maps 
to its areas of interest.  However a difficult and 
pervasive issue in developing computer music systems is 
that it is impossible to know, a priori, what dimensions 
of concern are required and what relationships may be 
established between them, and therefore what constitutes 
an appropriate musical representation. This is 
particularly true since the needs, methods, and 
approaches of different composers vary so widely. The 
situation is further complicated when these concerns and 

relationships may vary inter- and intra-opus, potentially 
requiring dynamic reconfiguration of the software 
system itself. 

Aspect Oriented Programming [17] and related 
principles and technologies such as Multi-Dimensional 
Separation of Concerns (MDSoC) [24] are new 
emerging software engineering methods originating 
from meta-object research [37] and designed to enable 
software developers to manage the separation and 
subsequent recomposition of separately defined 
dimensions of concern. Moreover, one of the 
requirements of AOP is that it should enable non-
invasive addition of concerns [3] and therefore the 
approach goes some way to supporting the evolution of 
software systems in which requirements are not, and 
indeed cannot, be known at the outset. To the best of our 
knowledge, the present project [15], is the first time in 
which the application of these technologies to musical 
concerns has ever been explored. In AOP, the term 
concern is not always clearly defined. Loosely speaking 
a concern relates to those parts of a software system, or 
application domain, that relate to a common purpose, 
goal or concept [41]. Examples of concerns in the 
domain of software engineering include security, 
persistence, and concurrency [16]. Examples of 
concerns in tonal music might include harmony, melody 
and rhythm, or the four principal decompositions of 
Lerdahl and Jackendoff [18]. 

We suggest that the AOP technique can be adapted 
and used to deal with crosscutting concerns in music, 
with an extremely wide range of uses and applications. 
In this paper we outline the principles of AOP and 
describe its application in addressing illustrative 
problems that exist in various domains of computer 
music. For simplicity and clarity of examples, we will 
mostly (though not exclusively) give examples from 
tonal music: However the principle and the technology 
apply much more widely to music representation and 
composition in general. 

2. SEPARATION AND COMPOSITION OF 
CONCERNS IN MUSIC 

Generally, music may be viewed as being composed of a 
finite set of musical elements that are structured and 
manipulated in various ways by the composer in order to 
form a logical and coherent whole.  



  
 

 

While the output of a compositional process, in the 
tonal case, is often expressed as Common Practice 
Notation (CPN), composers typically do not think in 
terms of ‘dots on pages’ or detailed note-lists [23], but 
rather in terms of higher-level structures, such as 
rhythmic motives, melodies, tone rows, harmonic 
progressions, orchestration and so forth. The resulting 
score, CPN or otherwise, may be viewed as representing 
the results of the composer’s detailed weaving together 
of these various dimensions of concern, and given the 
extreme diversity of compositional approaches, 
composers may wish to establish relationships of 
arbitrary complexity between any set of musical 
dimensions.  

When a piece of music is realised, interpretive 
practice introduces yet more dimensions of concern. For 
example, phrases may be articulated through changes in 
tempo and dynamic that are not notated. When a piece 
of music is to be performed by computer, these 
performance details must also be defined, procedurally 
or declaratively. 

One of the key goals of AOP is to help in avoiding 
tangling and scattering [17] by enabling concerns to be 
separately specified and subsequently composed in a 
coordinated way. Broadly speaking, scattering refers to 
situations in which the realisation of a given concern is 
distributed throughout other concerns. The related 
concept of tangling refers to situations in which 
concerns are not properly separated, but instead an 
artefact implements multiple concerns. 

It is important to note that our proposals do not seek 
to impose any particular philosophy or working methods 
on composers, analysts or performers. Indeed a key aim 
is to avoid any such impositions, as should become clear 
below. 

We now present two simple examples that are 
illustrative of two important, and complementary, 
approaches to the separation and composition of 
concerns in software. These approaches are embodied 
by Aspect Oriented Programming systems, such as 
AspectJ [40] and Multi-Dimensional Separation of 
Concerns (MDSoC) [24] supported by Hyper/J [25]. We 
briefly outline these approaches and indicate how they 
might be used to manage the issues arising from our 
examples. We have implemented [15] several musical 
examples using AspectJ, but for clarity and simplicity of 
exposition, hypothetical examples are used throughout 
this paper. In order to make the rudiments of AOP 
techniques as clear as possible, our first example does 
not deal with any tangling of musical dimensions at all: 
instead it presents a version of a well-studied AOP 
example that deals with the tangling of purely 
programming concerns. Having used this example to 
present the rudiments of AOP unambiguously, our two 
subsequent examples illustrate (albeit in very 
rudimentary fashion) ways in which AOP may be used 
to manage tangled musical concerns.  
 
 

Example 1 – Crosscutting 
 
Consider the design of a Common Practice Notation 
editor. The editor enables the user to enter and arrange 
CPN via a graphical user interface (GUI).  The system 
also incorporates a sequencer that enables the user to 
play the CPN as a MIDI sequence. The system permits 
the user to edit the CPN while the sequencer is playing 
the piece.  

However it is observed that so doing causes the 
sequencer’s timing to become distorted. One of the 
possible causes of this variation in timing is thought to 
be the routines that update the screen while editing takes 
place. The GUI has been designed using object-oriented 
principles, in which each graphical symbol is derived 
from the class Glyph and is responsible for rendering 
itself on the screen through its own implementation of 
the polymorphic method draw().We therefore wish to 
be able to trace calls to the draw() methods of our 
various Glyph-derived classes.  

Since the draw() methods share no common 
implementation, this tracing concern cannot be 
encapsulated using an object-oriented decomposition.   
Therefore an implementation of this concern, using only 
object-orientation, must necessarily tangle the draw() 
methods with the tracing concern, and scatter the tracing 
concern across all of the Glyph-derived classes. The 
tracing concern is said to crosscut the class graph. A 
similar argument applies a fortiori when the methods to 
be modified are scattered across classes with no relevant 
common root. 

AOP [17] enables crosscutting concerns [17] to be 
modularised into aspects [17] such that tangling and 
scattering is avoided. Aspects are like classes, and can 
be specified separately, but contain additional 
information (outlined below) that specifies exactly the 
diverse loci (potentially scattered around the main 
program) where their behaviour is to be deployed. 
Aspects therefore represent dimensions of concern that 
cannot be encapsulated within a single dominant 
decomposition, such as an object-oriented class 
structure. 

Having separated and modularised concerns, we 
need to consider how we might recompose them. In the 
AspectJ [40] implementation of AOP, aspects are 
composed at well-defined points in a programs 
execution, termed joinpoints [40]. Joinpoints are 
typically method calls and member variable accesses. 
Each concern implementation is associated with a set of 
one or more joinpoints, termed a pointcut [40], 
describing the points in the programs execution at which 
the concern is to be invoked. The concern 
implementation itself, termed advice, describes both the 
procedural elements of the concern implementation and 
its execution position relative to the joinpoint. Before 
advice executes before the code invoked by its 
joinpoint, after advice runs after the code invoked by its 
joinpoint. Around advice runs before the code invoked 
by its joinpoint, but exerts control over whether the 



  
 

 

joinpoint is subsequently executed. In this way, around 
advice may run instead of a joinpoint. 

Thus, a possible AOP implementation of the 
tracing concern might be to encapsulate tracing as an 
aspect that defines a pointcut consisting of all of the 
draw() methods that we wish to trace, and an advice 
that defines our preferred tracing implementation, such 
as writing to a text file. 

Since pointcuts are declared within aspects, the 
‘base code’ at which they are invoked is unaware of the 
aspect’s existence. Consequently aspects may be applied 
and removed without invasive modification of the base 
code. AOP is typically applied to object oriented 
systems, but the underlying principles apply to software 
in general [12]. 
 
Example 2 – Multidimensional Separation of Concern 
 
For this second example, we will consider higher-level 
concerns that might be addressed using aspects. For 
purposes of exposition and for brevity the example is 
presented in a highly simplified form.  

Some concerns naturally extend across multiple, 
unrelated dimensions. For example consider a system, 
such as that described by Zimmerman [39], in which a 
fixed set of musical materials is required to be 
automatically composed and played in a variety styles, 
to convey various ambiences according to some script or 
storyboard. Changes in ambience or mood may require 
changes across many musical dimensions.  

For the purposes of this example, we will consider 
a subset of the dimensions suggested in [39], namely 
Tempo, Rhythm, and Harmony, and three sample 
ambiences, A, B and C. MDSoC [24] avoids any 
dominant decomposition. Instead, MDSoC considers 
systems to be described as abstract slices, hyperslices, of 
functionality encompassing any number of dimensions 
of concern. Figure 1 illustrates conceptual hyperslices 
across tempo, rhythm and harmony dimensions, that 
satisfy three of the ambiences described in [39].  
 
Tempo Rhythm Harmony 

 
 

Neutral Syncopated Increasing Tension A 
    
 Flowing Solving Dissonance B 
    

Fast Neutral Dissonance C 
 

Figure 1 
 

A key feature of the MDSoC approach, and its 
support through the Hyper/JTM tool, is its ability to 
achieve a ‘clean’ separation of concerns, and thus helps 
to reduce complexity, facilitate evolution and non-
invasive adaptation and customisation, and promote 
reuse, in part by simplifying component integration. For 
example, we may wish to enable the composition system 
to produce a new ambience D by configuring a different 

slice through the existing implementations of the three 
dimensions, e.g. Tempo=Fast, Rhythm=Flowing, 
Harmony=Increasing Tension, or we may also wish to 
replace the Harmony implementations, say, to account 
for cultural differences and so forth. Using MDSoC, 
these changes may be effected largely through the 
description of the desired hyperslices rather than 
invasive software modification. 

The implication is not that a composer should be 
constrained to use any particular simplified system of 
representation or control: quite the reverse. The use of 
aspects or MDSoC allows 'what-if' experiments to be 
made with diverse evolving approaches of arbitrary 
complexity, without invasive modifications of settled 
code.  AOSD facilitates diverse experiments by 
facilitating altering any number of concerns 
independently. 

3. ISSUES OF MUSICAL REPRESENTATION 

Musical representations allow the user, composer, 
analyst or performer, to represent musical knowledge at 
an appropriate level of abstraction. However, as Smaill 
et al. point out [34], there are an enormous number of 
ways of thinking about music, and this leads to a diverse 
set of representations of which there is no single, all 
encompassing, representation. 

Common Practice Notation and MIDI tend to focus 
on the principal perceptual dimensions of tonal music; 
pitch, rhythm, timbre and volume [20]. However such 
representations have little to say about musical structure. 
Conversely, structural representations, such as 
Structured Music Pieces [4] and CHARM [34] permit 
the composer to express hierarchic temporal and 
transformational relationships that exist between musical 
elements, but have no representation of, for example, 
harmonic progressions or orchestration. Other 
approaches to representation include declarative 
constraint-based systems [11][39], Grammars 
[6][5][18], Patterns [32][8][7] and Processes [35][2].  A 
particular composer’s compositional process may 
involve any mix of these, and other, representations. 
Cope’s EMI system [8], for example, is based on pattern 
matching and grammars, while Cybernetic Composer [1] 
utilises style rules and stochastic grammars. However, 
combining such approaches becomes problematic if the 
external representation of a process does not expose 
symbolic information that is subsequently required in 
other areas of the process. 



  
 

 

Example 3 – Intrinsic Crosscutting 
 
To illustrate this, with a very simple tonal example, 
consider a system that is required to generate arpeggio 
figures based on a sequence of symbolic chord 
representations, such as C, C7, C6. One way to 
implement this system is to iterate through the chord 
symbols and simply transform each chord into a set of 
MIDI pitch values from which the required arpeggio 
figure may be algorithmically generated and the pitches 
played sequentially. Such a process is illustrated in 
Figure 2 below. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 

 
However, if we extend the system such that the exact 

arpeggio figure depends upon the chord type, then MIDI 
ceases to be a useable representation for the interface 
between the modules, since it does not convey the chord 
type directly nor is it generally possible to infer the 
chord type from the pitch values themselves. Using 
aspects however, we are able to non-invasively intercept 
the chord symbol as it is read, and make this information 
available to the arpeggiator. Thus when the arpeggiator 
receives the MIDI events, it is aware of the chord type 
and can produce the appropriate arpeggio figure. This is 
illustrated in Figure 3; the broken lines denote the aspect 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3 
 

Clearly, it would be possible to design the software 
to fulfil the new requirement without using AOP. 
However, this example is illustrative of the general 
application of AOP in supporting the non-invasive 
evolution of software, where legacy code is required to 
work in new and unforeseen ways. This is, we believe, 
particularly appropriate to creative domains, such as 
music composition. More specifically however, we 
believe that aspects can play a useful role in the 
integration of musical applications in which symbolic 
state information is available within computational 
processes, but is encapsulated and not externalised by 
the available representation. While some 
representations, such as Structured Music Pieces [4] 
and MODE [28], permit arbitrary attribute/value pairs 
to be associated within musical objects, these items do 
not extend across representational boundaries, neither 
do they possess any inherent semantic value. Aspects, 
conversely, have the potential to permit symbolic 
information to remain in its native location, do not 
require arbitrary extension of representations and 
convey meaning through the use of pointcuts and 
advice. 

4. MUSIC COMPOSITION PROCESSES AND 
DYNAMIC AOP 

While composers such as Schoenberg [31] and 
Hindemith [33] speak of having a ‘vision’ of an entire 
work, other composers appear to work in an iterative 
fashion in which musical ideas across various musical 
dimensions are sketched out and elaborated, often 
incompletely, before the work is finally pieced together 
and completed [36][33].  

Thus, not only are the musical dimensions 
themselves tangled, but so also are the cognitive 
processes involved in their composition. Computer 
systems that support musical composition should 
therefore allow the composer to work in an iterative, 

Read Chord 

Transform to MIDI 

Arpeggiate 

Chord Symbol 

MIDI Pitch Values 

Read Chord 

Transform to MIDI 
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incremental and interactive fashion with possibly 
incomplete musical material. We believe that aspects 
can help in achieving these goals since they help to 
reduce and manage complexity, can be applied without 
invasive modification, and have the ability to cross 
representational boundaries. 

However, a key feature of music composition is that 
the relationships between musical dimensions do not 
necessarily persist for the entire duration of a piece. 
Rather they are added, modified, replaced or removed 
over time. Consequently, it would be desirable to be 
able to dynamically insert, withdraw and modify aspects 
either interactively, or based upon musical context. For 
example, a ‘crescendo’ aspect may be defined that 
simply modifies the dynamic dimension. This could be 
replaced with a ‘crescendo’ that is achieved by changes 
in orchestration or harmony. Further, the choice of 
‘crescendo’ may depend upon context. For example, a 
solo piano part may required a ‘dynamic crescendo’ 
while an orchestral interlude may require an ‘orchestral 
crescendo’. 

Systems such as AspectJ and Hyper/J both 
implement aspects statically at compile time. 
Consequently, aspects do not ‘exist’, and therefore 
cannot be modified, at runtime. The joinpoint model of 
AspectJ, in particular, ties aspects to the particular 
application in which they are defined and makes it 
difficult, though not impossible [14], to define reusable 
aspects. 

Nonetheless, emerging Dynamic AOP (DAOP) 
technologies do possess some of the features that are 
required to support the dynamism and interactivity 
requirements outlined above. In particular the 
techniques of Aspectual Components [19] and their 
realisation in systems such as JAsCo [38] enable generic 
aspects to be defined and loaded at runtime. The Caesar 
system [21] supports aspectual polymorphism in which 
the choice of aspect implementation may be determined 
at runtime. Event-based approaches to DAOP, such as 
Axon [3], PROSE [29] and EAOP [10], exhibit a 
synergy with the event-based nature of music and 
musical representations such as MIDI. We can imagine 
systems that generate musical events of arbitrary 
granularity, such as start of note, chord, start of phrase 
etc, and which are loosely coupled through an event 
mechanism to crosscutting implementations. We could 
then specify, for example, if the current phrase is phrase 
1 or phrase 2 then apply orchestration A but if phrase 1 
is in the context of section 2 then apply orchestration B. 
Logic metaprogramming approaches such as Andrew 
[13] enable declarative and dynamic expression of 
pointcuts, which in this particular implementation enjoys 
a symbiotic relationship with its Smalltalk environment. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have outlined the basis of Aspect 
Oriented Programming and argued that AOP offers a 
technique allowing us to manage the tangling and 

scattering of various dimensions of concern that are 
inherent in many aspects of computer music.  

We have identified two types of crosscutting that 
exist in music. Firstly, we have outlined that situations in 
which musical concerns are scattered over multiple 
unrelated classes may be represented and encapsulated 
as hyperslices using the MDSoC approach. We have 
shown that it is possible to compose new concerns by 
generating new hyperslices through existing 
functionality. Secondly, we have illustrated the 
application of aspects to situations in which two or more 
complex, normally encapsulated representations may 
need to mutually affect each other. In these situations, 
aspects obviate the requirement for a common 
representation by permitting non-invasive access to state 
information held in any of the representations.  

Finally we have outlined the ad-hoc and dynamic 
nature of many interactions between dimensions of 
concern that arise in musical applications. We believe 
that Dynamic AOP may be fruitfully applied to musical 
systems as a means to solving some of the issues of 
uncertain requirements and system evolution that are 
evident within creative domains. Moreover, we believe 
that AOP enables the development of powerful new 
musical applications that enable the end-user to directly 
interact with and exploit dynamic, crosscutting musical 
concerns. 
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